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1. Introduction 

An activity around a future generation of electron-positron linear colliders in the 

earliest 80-th gave birth to an idea of a photon linear collider (PLC). It was proposed to 

generate high energy photon colliding beams by means of the Compton backscattering of 

laser light on electron beams of the linear collider [I]. Since that time the idea of the PLC 

has been widely spreaded over the world 'and is considered now as a unique possibility to 

study physical processes in the center-of-mass energy region of 0.5 + 1 TeV [2, 3]. 

There are a lot of technical problems to be solved prior the constructing future linear 

colliders. To construct the PLC on the base of the linear collider, once more problem 

should be solved, namely that of a laser with sufficient parameters: peak output power 

about 1 TW, pulse duration of an order of several picoseconds and repetition rate of an 

order of several hundreds cycles per second. It is likely that the laser should be tunable, 

so as an optimal wavelength range depends on the collider energy and spc..as from the 

infrared up to UV ranges. Analysis of the state of art with conventional lasers shows that 

there are unsolvable technical problems to achieve the required pani.meters. It is evident . . 
now that the only candidate for the PLC laser is a free-electron laser (FEL). For the first 

time an idea to use the FEL in the PLC scheme was proposed in ref. [4]. Later this idea 

was developed in ref. [.'i], a two-stag<> FEL schmJC for a 2 x I TeV PLC was propos<>d 

consisting of a tunable FEL m~st<>r oscillator (wav<>length ~ 4 11111, peak power~ 10 1\IW) 

and FEL amplifier with taper.,d undula.tor (peak output power ~ I TW). 

A construction of the TeV-range PLC will be possible in far future, but the PLC 

with the center-of-mass energy 3 + 10 GeV may be constructed at the present level of 

acceleration technique R&D. It will be a unique instrument to study charmonium C = 

+ 1 states ( 71 and X) in two-photon reactions. The qq wave function could be studied via 

'fl, x ---+ 2')' which constitute direct test of qq models. Moreover, a huge amount of 'I and x 

events at the PLC could be used to study many hadronic decays of these states. The PLC 

would make a systematic search for gluonia aJ!d hybrids in a gluonrich environment: 71, X ---+ 
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gg, qqg. The 'I and X are the preeminent experimental tools for gluonium spectroscopy and 

the PLC should be able to shed fresh light on the important problem in QCD concerning 

the dearth of gluonic matter. 

Two-photon physics is studied now experimentally at electron-positron storage rings. 

It is well known that the shape of the electromagnetic field of the ultrarelativistic electron 

is close to the shape of a plane wave. One may consider the field of the ultrarelativistic 

electron to be composed of "equivalent" photons and the most fraction of them has low 

energy. Integral luminosity of these "equivalent" photons for the energy region nw ~ &o/2, 

where E:o is the electron (positron) energy, is equal to L-n "' 10-3 L.+.- and is much less 

than the e+e- luminosity. 

In the present paper we point at the possibility to construct a high luminosity, L-n ~ 

1034cm-2s-1 , photon collider with the center-of-mass energy 3 + 10 GeV. Its luminosity 

will be by six order of magnitude greater than the luminosity of "equivalent" photons at 

existent electron-positron colliders. The PLC with such a luminosity will reveal a novel 

direction of fundamental research, namely a precision study ofT-lepton physics. It is well 

known that the T+T- pair production cross-section up( -y-y--> T+T-) near the threshold is of 

the order of 10-32 cm2 and exceeds the value of the corresponding cross-section up( e+ e- --> 

T+T-) by an order of magnitude. Thus, at the luminosity L-n ~ 1034cm-2s-1 , T+T- pairs 

will be produced at a rate of several hundreds per second which exceeds by a. two orders 

of magnitude the corresponding rate at future T-cha.rm factories [6]. A possibility to steer 

the polarization of colliding photon beams reveals additional perspectives for a wide range 

of experiments. For instance, two photons with opposite helicities will product the T+T

pa.ir with a. high polarization degree (see section 4). So, such a. photon collider may be 

considered as a. polarized T-lepton factory. 

In the earliest 80-th it was pointed at a. possibility to use the FEL amplifier for the 

colliding photon beams production [4]. At that time a project of 2 x 50 GeV photon 

collider was under study. It was assumed to use the electron beam of the main accelerator 

as the driving beam for the FEL amplifier operating in a superra.dia.nt mode. Since that 



time the FEL reputation have achieved an appropriate level. The main principles of the 

FEL operation are widely known. A possibility to iilcrease the FEL amplifier efficiency 

was demonstrated experimentally, an efficiency ~ 30 % was achieved [7]. Successful 

experiments with the FEL amplifier operating in the infrared wavelength range have 

been performed [8]. 

A problem of an optimal FEL configuration choice is somewhat complex one. To 

describe physical processes occurring in the FEL,- one should solve self-consistent field 

equations taking into account such effects as diffraction of radiation, space charge fields, 

energy spread of the electrons in the beam, electron beam profile, etc. Computer codes 

play an important role here allowing one to perform a set of numerical experiments to get 

an optimal choice of parameters. All the results presented in this paper are obtained with 

the FS2R code package which provides a possibility to perform an overall analysis of the 

FEL amplifier including optimization of the FEL amplifier with the tapered undulator 

[9, 10]. 

There is an attractive idea to use the existent Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) facility as 

a basis for construction of the photon collider with the center-of-mass energy 3 + 10 GeV. 

It may be realized with additional installation of a tunable (-\ ~ 10 + :30 jtm) laser with 

a peak output power W c::: 3 · 1011 W, pulse duration ~ 10 ps and repetition rate about 

of 100 + 200 Hz. The laser radiation should have an ideal (i.e. diffraction) dispersion, 

otherwise the laser radiation power should be much more. We suppose that the required 

laser for the proposed PLC should be the free electron laser. It has a high efficiency, it is 

tunable and capable to generate powerful coherent radiation which always has minimal 

(i.e. diffraction) dispersion. A driving accelerator for the FEL may be a modification of 

the main SLAC linac, thus providing the required high repetition rate. At a sufficient 

driving electron beam quality, the FEL peak output power is defined by the peak power 

of this driving beam. At the electron beam energy£~ 1 GeV and the peak beam current 

I ~ 1 kA, this power achieves a TW level. 

A thorough analysis of the possibility to build the photon collider at the SLC facility 
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has led us to an optimistic condusion that it is quite possible at the present level of 

acceleration technique R&D, we haw not faced any unresolva.ble problem. The key element 

of our proposal is two-stage infrart>d free electron laser as a source of primary photons. 

The first stage of this device is a tunable FEL master oscillator and the second stage is 

the FEL amplifier. The main feature of the proposed scheme is that it based totally on 

the acceleration technique. 

To providP the physical investigation program a.t a photon collider with the center-of

mass energy :3 + 10 GeV, its luminosity should be not less than L,.., c::: 1031 cm-2s-• [11]. 

If we consider a. minor modifications of" the SLC, namely additional installation of the 

FEL system only, then at the dt>ctron-positron luminosity L,+,- c::: 1030cm-2s-•, the TY 

luminosity L..,.., c::: l031 cm-2s-• may be a.chiewd. It should be noted that the value of L..,.., 

is greater than tlw value of L,+,- due to the process of multiple photon production (in 

the case considered the number of 1-quantums producPd by Pa.ch t>lectron is of the ordPr 

of 4). 

There is principal difference lwtwl't'n the photon collidt>r and dt>ctron-posi~ron collider 

is that there is no need in positrons for the PLC. As a. result, the injection. systPm, the 

main elements of which are the damping rings, ma.y lw simplified and optimized for 

the PLC operation. The achievements in the field of photoinjectors make it possible to 

achieve this goal a.t the present lt>vel of accelera.tiou t.<'chniquP. Estimations shows that 

special modification of the SLC for OJWration in tht• photon mllider modt• will provide the 

luminosity of colliding 1 beams L..,.., c::: 1034 cm-2s-•. 

2. Luminosity of photon beams 

The most optimal way to produce high energy 1 - qna.nt.nms is thl' Compton 

ba.cksca.ttering of the laser photons hy the high l'IH'rgy l'll'ctrons [ 1]. Tlw fr<'qneucies 

of the incident and scattered photons, w and w..,, an' connt•ctPd by tlw rt'la.tion (in the 
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small-angle app~oximation): 
Ex 

hw.., = 1 + X + 12()2 , 
(1) 

where 0 is the scattering angle, X = 4!hw/m.c2 , m. and £ are the electron m'ass and 

energy, respectively, and 1 = E /m. is relativistic factor. To obtain an effective conversion 

of the primary laser photons into the high energy photons, the laser beam should be 

focused on the electron beam. It may be performed, for instance, by means of a metal 

focusing mirror (see Fig.1 ). Electrons move along the z axis and pass through the mirror 

focus S. To calculate the conversion coefficient, it is necessary to know the distribution 

of the optical field intensity in the focal spot. One can easily obtain that the focusing will 

be optimal when the following conditions are fulfilled: 

u} < >. 2 F 2 /4a~, F 2 < a5h/2>., h ::0: lw, (2) 

where >. is the laser light wavelength, F is the focus distance of the mirror, ao is the 

characteristic size of the laser beam on the mirror surface, O'F is the transverse dimension 

of the electron beam in the conversion region, and h and lw are the lengths of the electron 

beam and the laser beam, respectively. The first condition (2) assumes that the transverse 

dimension of the electron beam in the conversion region is much less than the dimension 

of the laser beam. So, when calculating the probability of the Compton scattering, it is 

sufficient to take into account the variation of the optical field amplitude along the z axis 

only. The second condition (2) assumes that the characteristic axial size of the region with 

a high optical field, along the z axis in the focus vicinity, is much more than the electron 

and laser beams lengths. 

When conditions (2) are fulfilled, the probability P of the electron scattering by the 

incident optical beam is given with the expression [4]: 

00 

P = 1- exp[-(2ucc/47rnw) j IEI2dz], (3) 
-oo 

where 

2 1 8 + 4x 8 2 + x 
O'c = 27rr.[-ln(1 + x)- -3-ln(1 + x) + 2 + 2( )2] 

X X X 1+X 
(4) 
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is the total Compton cross section on unpolarized electrons, r. = e2 /m.c2 and lEI is 

the amplitude of the optical wave. It is assumed here that the laser beam is circularly 

polarized. Remembering that the field of the optical beam is decreased quickly with the 

removal from the focus (it vanishes almost completely at lzl > 47rcF2 Jwa~, so we calculate 

the integral in expression (3) the limits -oo < z < oo. Using the Huygens-Fresnel integral, 

we may write 
00 

j IEI 2dz = 47rwW/c2
, (5) 

-oo 

where W is the total power of the optical beam. Substituting expression (5) into expression 

(3), we obtain [4]: 

P = 1 - exp( -t5), t5 = 2Wuc/nc2
• (6) 

Let us point at the important feature of this result. Under the conditions (2), the 

expression for the probability of the Compton scattering (6) does not depend on the 

details of the optical field distribution on the focusing mirror and is defined by the total 

power of the laser beam. 

The main characteristic of the colliding beams is the luminosity L which is defined as 

' 
L = 2f N\IJ NI'J j pl'l(r, t)pl'l(r, t)drdt, (7) 

where N<1•2l p<1•2) are the densities of the colliding beams (J pdr = 1) and f is the collision 

repetition rate. In the axisymmetric case, for the beams with the Gaussian distribution 

of the beam density we have: 

p<1•2l(r, z, t) = [(27r)3f2u,u;(z)tt exp[--r
2 
__ (z =f Vt)2] 

2uf(z) 2u~ ' 
(8) 

where 

~ u1(z) = u1(0)y 1 -r- ~' ue(O) = Vff3o/7r, 

f is the electron beam emittance, u, is the width of the longitudinal distribution and f3o 

is the beta-function at the interaction point. Substituting expression (8) into expression 

(7) we obtain: 

where H = f3o/u,. 

H 

¢iN;J (H2)[1- .2._jexp(-x2 )dx], L = --- exp r.; 
•• 8Eu, y7r o 

(9) 
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To calculate the luminosity of the colliding 'Y'Y - beams, one should calculate the 

distribution of the secondary -y- quantums P-r(t, t). In this paper we study the case of small 

values of parameter X· In this classical limit, X ~ 1, using ultrarelativistic approximation 

-y » 1, we may write differential Compton cross-section on unpolarized electrons in the 

following form: 
due 2 1 + -y4()4 

-y2d()2 = 4
7rre (1 + -y2()2)4 · 

When optimal conditions of focusing are fulfilled: 

O"z ~ Zo, 
(0) 

zo ~ "fO"t , (10) 

where z0 is the distance between the conversion point and interaction point, then -y -

quantum beam density becomes proportional to the electron beam density: 

N-rP-v = TJNePe(t, t), 

and the luminosity of the colliding 'Y'Y beams may be written in the form: 

L-y-y = TJ 2 Lee· (11) 

Here TJ is the conversion factor, i.e. the total number of -y- quantums produced by the single 

electron. In classical limit, when probability of the Compton backscattering P ~ 1 (i.e. 

at o ~ 1 ), the processes of the multiple photon production should be taken into account 

to calculate the conversion factor TJ· From the practical point of view it is sufficient to 

consider the region of parameters 

1 so 5: 1/x, 

when the electron energy losses in the field of incident laser wave are relatively small. 

In this approximation conversion factor is equal to o and may be done much more than 

unity. 

Integral luminosity is not an exhaustive characteristic of the photon collider. From the 

practical point of view, the spectral luminosity, i.e. the luminosity calculated per unity 
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frequency interval w0 = Jw1w2 of the colliding -y - quantums, is of a significant interest. 

At small value of z0 when 

zo ~ -roY) -'~-
1- II' 

in classical limit we obtain [4]: 

nw..,(I + x) 
11 

= Ex ' 

dL-r-v 9 2 2 1 2 I 6 1 ] 
wo-d = -

2
11 Lee[ll (ln-:z- 2) + 4v {In 2 - 1) + 2v (2ln-:z + 3). 

Wo II II II 

The value of dL..,-r/dw0 achieves its maximum at 11 = 0.22: 

(elL..,..,) ~ 1.45172 Lee/Wmax, 
dwo max. 

where fiwma•· = Ex/(1 + x) is maximal energy of tlw backscattered -y- quantum. 

( 12) 

( 13) 

An application of the FEL as a l<t.~t'l" for PLC reveals wide possibilities to steer the 

polarization of the colliding photon lwams. In the FEL amplifier, the polarization of the 

amplified wavP is defined by the undulator magnetic field configuration. For instance, in 

the case of the helical undulator, the output FEL radiation is circularly polarized. As a 

result, one can easily steer the polarization of the colliding T'l - beams. Let us consider 

the practically important case when the FEL optical heam is circularly polarized. At the 

given helicities of the optical beams (~;,: ami (~~: , the helicities of the backscattered 1 

- quantums may take the values ±I. As a result, tlw total luminosity may be presented 

as a sum of partial luminosities corresponding to the different helicity combinations of 

colliding -y - quantums. In the classical approximation and at small distance between the 

conversion and interaction point (see relations (10)), Wt> obtain the following expression 

[4]: 
dL..,.., 9 

Wo llwo = 2'J2L_.112f(11,((t),((2)), (14) 

where (( 1
•
2

) = (~~~2 )(~1 •2 ) ar~ the products of the helicities of incident and scattered photons. 

Function f(11,((1),((2)) is given with tlw following expressions: 

f(v, I, 1) 

!(11, 1, -I) 

j(11, -1, -I) 

( 1 + 4112 + 114
) In~ - :J( I - v4

), 
II 

I 4 I 2 4 
j(11, -I, I)= ?(211 ln-:z +I- 411 + :111 ), 

- II 

4 I 
11 ln-

112 
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It is seen from the plots in Fig.2 that the photon collider may be easily tuned on the 

required partial luminosity maximum by steering of the FEL optical beam polarization. 

3. A choice of the PLC parameters 

In this section we will illustrate with the numerical example the results obtained 

in the previous section and discuss the main factors influencing the choice of the PLC 

parameters. For numerical example we have chosen a conceptual project of a collider with 

the parameters presented in Table l. 

Table 1. Main linear accelerator 

Electron energy, £ 50 GeV 

Number of electrons in the bunch, N, 4. 1011 

Repetition rate, f 150Hz 

Normalized emittance, En 7r • 10-3 cm·rad 

Pl.Arfrnn hnnrh liPn«+h rr I) 1 rm 

/3 - function at the interaction point, /3o 0.1 em 

We consider an axisymmetric case when ( En)x = 1r/XX1 ~ ( En)y ~ 1r/YY1 and (f3o)x = 

(f3o)y = f3o. In accordance with expression (9), the luminosity of such a collider is equal 

to L,. ~ 7 · 1032 cm-2s- 1 . 

Principal difference between the electron-positron collider and photon collider is that 

there is no need in positrons for the latter one. So, the injection system based on the 

damping ring technique is not optimal for the PLC. We suppose that the injection sys

tem based on a photoinjector technique will be the most appropriate. The photoinjector 

technique has been developed intensively during last years, mainly due to the needs of the 

FEL technique. Significant achievements has been obtained in this field. For instance, 

constructed at the Brookhaven National Laboratory photoinjector electron gun provide 

the electron beam with the normalized brightness Bn ~ 8 ·108A·cm-2rad-2 (Bn == 1/E~, 
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where I is the beam current) and pulse duration ~ 5 ps. Cathode lifetime of this 

gun was 700 hours [12]. The results obtained reveal a possibility of application of the 

photoinjector technique for the PLC. In the example considered the electron beam is 

produced by a photoinjector gun (normalized beam brightness Bn ~ 8 ·108 A-cm-2rad-2). 

The photoinjector with such parameters may be constructed at the present level of the 

accelerating technique R&D. 

Another key element of the project is the optical system providing the required 

parameters of the laser beam at the conversion point. Let us consider the photon collider 

optimized to operate at the center-of-mass energy 10 GeV which corresponds to the 

maximal energy of the secondary 1 - quantums (1iw7 )max ~ 5 GeV. In this case the 

laser wavelength should be chosen to be A ~ 10 J.tm. We let the peak laser power to be W 

~ 3·1011 W, laser pulse duration lw/c ~ 15 ps and radius of the laser beam at the focusing 

mirror a 0 ~ 3 em (we will show below that free electron laser with such parameters may 

be constructed at the present level of acceleration technique R&D). Assuming the focus 

distance of the mirror to be equal to F = 10 em and the distance between the conversion 

~nul lntPr::.rtlnn nnlnt ,.,~ - t; rn'l "'JHt:'-1 -hnrl tho.:.+ +]...,,,. rnnrllt;nnc nf nnt1rn'lll fnr111:1lntr (CJ\ 
• v -.~- ---o ,-f 

and condition (10) on z0 are fulfilled. Using the parameters of the chosen optical system 

we find the conversion coefficient to be 71 ~ o ~ 4 (see expression (6)). Using formulae 

(11) and (13) we obtain that the integral and spectral luminosities are roughly equal with 

each other: 

L (
dLn 

"" ~ Wo dwo )max ~ 10
34

cm-
2
s-

1
• (16) 

Let us discuss briefly a potential of the existent Stanford Linear Collider facility to be 

a base of the PLC. Nowadays the SLC operates successfully in a e+e- collider mode with 

the center-of-mass energy about 100 GeV. The intensive low-emittance electron bunches 

with the number of particles Ne ~ 4 · 1010 are accelerated routinely in the main SLC 

accelerating structure and an attaining of the luminosity level Lee ~ 1030 cm-2sec-1 is 

considered to be the nearest goal of the SLC team [13]. So, taking into account these 

parameters, one may expect to achieve the luminosity level Ln ~ 1031 cm-2sec-1 after 
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installation of the FEL optical system with the mentioned above parameters. Radical 

optimization of the SLC facility, namely the injection system, for operation in the PLC 

mode will enable to attain the luminosity level L-r-r ~ 1034 cm-2sec- 1 . 

To begin precision physical experiments at the PLC with the center-of-mass energy 3 

+ 10 GeV, the value of the luminosity Ln ~ 1031 cm-2s- 1 is quite sufficient. The program 

of the possible physical investigations was discussed widely elsewhere (see, e.g. ref. [11 )). 

Here we should point at a novel possibility of the PLC operation as a polarized T - lepton 

factory. 

4. Photon collider as intensive source of polarized T - leptons 

The process of lepton pairs production by two photons with the opposite helicities was 

studied in ref. [14). A system of two photons with opposite helicities can be only in the 

states with a positive parity and total angular momentum j :2: 2, and projection of Jon the 

direction of photon beams propagation is equal to j. = 2. Due to the parity conservation, 

the T+T- - nairs can he nroclnce.-l onlv in the states with an o.-l.-1 orhit"l moment.nm I 

Near the threshold, due to the nonrelativistic motion of the produced particles, the pair 

production with the orbital momentum l = 3 is suppressed with respect to the l = 1 case 

and with an accuracy of an order of (vfc)\ all the pairs are produced in the state j =2, 

l =1, j. = 2. 

Differential cross-sections of the r+r- - pair production in the collision of two photons 

with the same and opposite helicities are equal to (in the center-of-mass system) [14}: 

darr 
d!J 

dau 
d!J 

r·; /3(1 - {34
) 

212 ( 1 - f32cos20)2' 

_!j_f33sin20(2- f32sin20) 

212 ( 1 - f3 2cos20)2 
(17) 

where d!J is the solid angle differential, r·, = e2 fm,c2 , m, is the T - lepton mass, 1 = 

(1 - {3 2
)-

112 is the relativistic factor and 0 is the angle between the T - lepton velocity 

and the photon wave vector. 
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The polarization degree of the produced T- leptons is equal to [14}: 

- - fi(f. fi) P 2 

~ = [k + )[m,c + -;--(1 + cos20)t 1 

m,c(fiw.,jc + m,c) 2m,c 
(18) 

where w-y is the frequency of the colliding photons, k is the wave vector of the photon with 

the positive helicity (lkl = w-yjc) and Pis the momentum ofT - lepton. It is important 

to note that near the threshold, the projection of ek = ((. k)/ikl is close to the unity. For 

instance, at p = 0.6 (i.e. at fiw-y = 1.25m,c2
), the polarization degree ek :::: 0.98 in the 

whole angle region. The total cross-sections of the T - leptons pair production are equal 

to [14): 

an 

art = 

7!T2 

14'(1 + /32)[/312 +!In 1 + /3) 

2 

2 I- R' 

7!T I' 
-f[f;3- 5(J + 5 - f34 I I + jJ I 2 n --) 

I- {J ' 
( 19) 

In the case of tlw photons with different frequencies w1 and w2 , W-y in the above formulae 

should be substituted by W-y = JWIW2. The cross-section a, for the case of unpolarized 

photons may be expressed via art and au [15): 

1 
a,.= 2(an +au). 

In conclusion of this section we should note that near the threshold, for instance at 

fiw-y = 1.25m,c2
, the cross-section art is equal to 

arr ~ 2. w-32cm2. (20) 

Thus, wlwn the helicities of the primary laser photons are equal to d~l = e~!l = -I 

and fi(w9,.,.,.,.),.,.x ~ 1.25m,c2
, then at the luminosity of the photon collider L,.., 

1034 cm-2s- 1
, one obtains an intensive source of the polarized T - leptons which yields 

~ 102 particl~,g per second. 
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5. A choice of the FEL parameters 

5.1. Preliminary remarks 

In this section we will discuss a problem of an optimal choice of the FEL parameters 

for application in the PLC scheme. Prior a detailed discussion, we should like to present 

a simple estimation of energetic characteristics of the FEL driving electron beam. To 

attain an output radiation power W, one should use the driving beam with the following 

parameters: 

IEo/e = Wfry, (21) 

where I is the peak beam current, Eo is the electron energy and 1/ is the FEL efficiency. 

As a rule, a TW level of the radiation power is required for the PLC applications. So, to 

attain the output radiation power W ~ 3 · 1011 W at the FEL efficiency "' ~ 10 %, one 

should use, for instance, the electron beam with the peak current I ~ 1.5 kA and the 

electron energy Eo~ 2 GeV. At the same time, the driving electron beam must be of high 

f"111~11tv it chr.nlrl h~VP low PTYiit.btn('p :tncJ small PnPTP'V SDff~ad. 
~ ""I -- -

Thus, this simple energetic estimation shows that the problem of the driving beam for 

the PLC FEL is extremely severe one. To reduce the requirements on the FEL driving 

electron beam parameters, one should choose an optimal FEL configuration providing 

the highest possible efficiency. There are two FEL configurations: the FEL amplifier 

and the FEL oscillator. There are evident advantages of the FEL amplifier against the 

FEL oscillator. It is well known that the efficiency of the FEL oscillator with untapered 

undulator is of an order of"' ~ 0.3/N,., where N,. is the number of undulator periods 

[16, 17]. So as N,. is usually of the order of several tens, this results in a low efficiency, less 

or of an order of one percent. An application of additional methods, such as undulator 

tapering and using of a prebuncher, allows one to increase an efficiency up to the value 

about several percents [18]. As for the FEL amplifier, unduhitor tapering allows one to 

increase the efficiency up to a value of several tens of percents [7]. Such a difference 
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between these devices means that the choice of the FEL amplifier is more preferable, so 

as it requires less powerful (by an order of magnitude) driving electron beam to attain 

the required output radiation power level. 

There is another disadvantage of the FEL oscillator connected with the average 

required power of the driving electron beam. Indeed, one should take into account the time 

during which the FEL oscillator attains a saturation level. In a general case this time is 

rather large, so as the radiation should perform several hundreds of resonator rounds-trips 

till it achieves a saturation level. As a result, the average driving beam power of the FEL 

oscillator should be greater by about three orders of magnitude than the corresponding 

one for the FEL amplifier case. 

The above mentioned consideration has been referred to a possibility of using the FEL 

oscillator active power. To overrun these difficulties, some authors propose to use a reactive 

power of the FEL oscillator, i.e. to use the radiation power stored in the optical resonator, 

so as it is much more than the active one [2, 11]. It is proposed to place the conversion 

and interaction region inside the optical resonator. Such a solution of the problem seems 

to be elegant, but significant technical problems are arisen. First, a lot of small-aperture 

magnetic elements of the final focus system (mini-,8 quadrupoles, separation magnets, 

etc.) should be placed as close as possible to the interaction point. Second, the optical 

resonator should be placed inside the detector. Third, a problem of optimal focusing of the 

laser beam on the electron beam becomes extremely difficult, etc. We think that the idea 

of using the reactive FEL oscillator power is possessed significant technical disadvantages 

with respect to that of using the FEL amplifier. The latter approach assumes to place 

only two relatively small focusing mirrors in the vicinity of the interaction region, thereby 

letting more wide possibilities for an arrangement of experimental facility. 

So, preliminary analysis indicates that the FEL amplifier is the most appropriate 

source of primary photons for the photon collider. That is why we confine the further 

consideration with the case of the FEL amplifier. 

Let us now perform a detailed analysis of an optimal FEL amplifier parameters choice. 
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In the case under consideration, the FEL amplifier operating in the 10-;-30 J.tm wavelength 

range should be optimized providing an output peak radiation power ~ 3 · 1011 W. Here 

we find that there is no a wide region for an optimization of the driving beam energy and 

current. Indeed, the electron beam energy of the order of one hundred MeV is desirable for 

a such FEL wavelength range. Nevertheless, such a choice results in the peak current of an 

order of 10 kA. It seems a difficult task to construct an accelerator with such parameters 

providing a high quality electron beam. To attain a compromise, we should fix our choice 

on the energy of an order of one GeV and the beam current of an order of 1 + 3 kA. Such 

a value of the beam current may be provided with a future generation photoinjector gun. 

Now we proceed with the choice of the FEL magnetic system parameters, namely 

the undulator magnetic field Hw and undulator period Aw. These parameters are not 

independent and are connected with each other by the resonance condition: 

..\ ::0 Aw/2'"(; = Aw(1 + Q2)/2'"(2
, (22) 

where Q = eHw..\w/27rmc2 is the undulator parameter (here and below all the formulae are 

written for the case of the helical undulator). We will show below that the increment of 

radiation instability is defined with the electron energy &o, beam peak current I, radiation 

wavelength..\ and electron rotation angle in the undulator Ow= Q/'"f. Here we obtain that 

almost all the parameters, except the rotation angle Ow, are already chosen. As for the 

choice of the Ow value (or, to be more strict, of the undulator parameter Q value), it 

should be chosen as large as possible. Thus, the only thing is left to do is to maximize 

the product Hw..\w keeping in mind that the resonance condition (22) must be fulfilled. 

There are also other restrictions of technical matter on the values of Hw and Aw· For 

instance, during the amplification process, the radiation spans in outer beam space due 

to the diffraction. It means, that the undulator aperture should be made rather large to 

avoid the radiation losses in the vacuum chamber walls. As a result, the required size of 

the undulator aperture impose technical restrictions on the values of Hw and Aw. A more 

detailed analysis shows that the values of Hw :::: 10 + 15 kG and Aw :::: 15 + 20 em are 

quite attainable. 
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When using the FEL amplifier, the problem of a master oscillator is usually arisen. 

It should be tunable and providt> the amplitude of input signal above the FEL amplifier 

noise. In the present paper we propose a two-stage FEL scheme for the photon linear 

collider. Such an approach is based totally on the acceleration technique providing natural 

matching of the optical system with the systems of the main accelerator. For instance, the 

problt>m of synchronization of tht> last>r and electron pulses is solved by means of standard 

nwthods usn! for accelt>rators. Tlw sketch of the proposed scheme is presented in Fig.3. 

Tlw tunable FEL oscillators(..\ :::: 10 + :30 pm) with moderate peak output power W:::: 10 

MW serve a.s ma.stt>r oscillators for the FEL a.mplifit>rs with the tapered undulator. The 

radiation from the amplifiers (W :::: 3 · 1011 W) is focused on the electron beams by means 

of metal mirrors. To illustrate tlw consideration, we have chosen the FEL facility with 

parameters pn•sented. in Tables 2 and :3 . 

Table 2. FEL amplifier parameters 

Electron energy, Eo I GeV 

n~ ................ ~.............. 1 •1 r.: 1. A -- ~---- - -~- ..... v, -

Radiation wavelength, ..\ 10 Jilll 

Undulator period, Aw 18 em 

Undulator field, Hw 12.26 kG 

FEL amplifier efficiency, 11 12% 
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Table 3. FEL master oscillator 

Electron beam 

Energy, fo 

Peak current, I 

Energy spread, tlt: / t: 

Normalized emittance, En 

Micropulse duration 

Macropulse duration 

Repetition rate 

Undulator 

Undulator period, Aw 

Undulator field, Hw 

Number of undulator periods, Nw 

Optical resonator 

Radiation wavelength, A 

.iiesonator iengtn 

Curvature radius of mirrors 

Radiation power losses 

35 MeV 

.50 A 

0.5% 

1001r mm·mrad 

15 ps 

10 /iS 

150Hz 

4cm 

3 kG 

40 

10 lim 

6m 

3.2 m 

6% 

In the case under consideration the FEL amplifier noise is defined mainly by random 

fluctuations of the electron beam density and effective power of the noise signal at the 

FEL amplifier entrance is given with the expression [4]: 

W,h ~ elw,;B!/c {23) 

For the FEL amplifier parameters presented in Table 2, the effective power of shot noise 

at the FEL amplifier entrance is equal to W,h ~ 2 W, so the chosen value of the master 

oscillator power is much more than this value. 
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5.2. FEL amplifier model 

To describe the FEL amplifier operation we use the model of the FEL amplifier with 

the "open" axisymmetric beam when the external material structure {waveguide walls, 

etc.) does not influence significantly on the processes in the FEL [9, 10]. Such a model, 

allowing a wide application of analytical techniques, enables one not only to get a deeper 

insight into the FEL physics, but also to take into account almost all main physical effects 

influencing the FEL amplifier operation, namely the radiation diffraction effects, space 

charge fields and energy spread of electrons in the beam. To be more strict, we should 

point at a peculiar feature of this model. Physical approximations are chosen in such a 

way that the undulator field variation in the transverse plane is neglected. As a result, 

the electron motion in the undulator is assumed to be one-dimensional {after averaging 

over constrained motion). The physical sense of this approximation consists in neglecting 

the transverse betatron oscillations due to the natural focusing forces of the undulator 

field. Nevertheless, such a model is valid in the following practical situation. One should 

remember that a scaline: hierarchv of ohvsical effects of t.hP nrohlPm nnclPr rnnsiclPr;ot.irm 

takes place. In the linear high gain limit, the radiation field changes significantly at a scale 

of the growth length 19 • At the same time the particles in the beam perform full betatron 

oscillation at the betatron wavelength Ab 

Ab = v'2 Aw/Bw. (24) 

Thus, one can conclude that the model is valid when a characteristic length of the radiation 

field growth [9 is much less than );b = Ab/27r, i.e. at [9 ~>.b. Another constrain supposes 

that the size of the radiation field spot should be much more than the transverse size of the 

matched electron beam ud = J>.bt/7!'. When these conditions are fulfilled, the influence 

of the finite value of the electron beam emittance on the FEL amplifier operation may be 

taken into account in the following way. The angle spread of the matched electron beam 

in the undulator is equal to: 

< (tl0)2> = tj-Jt>.b. {25) 
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This angle spread results in an additional longitudinal electron velocity spread which is 

taken into account by introducing an additional effective energy spread: 

< (6..E/£) 2
>eff ~ /; < (6..8)2>2 /4. (26) 

One can easily find that in the case under consideration, when the radiation of the 

infrared wavelength range is generated by the drive beam with the energy of an order of 

one GeV, the above mentioned conditions are fulfilled. 

So, we consider the axisymmetric electron beam of radius r0 having the bounded 

gradient profile of current density: 

io(r) /S(7'/ro)[27r] ~·S(1'/1'o)d1·r 1 at r < ro 
0 

io(1·) 0 at 7' > 7'o, (27) 

where I is the beam current and S(r/r0 ) is the function describing the gradient profile. 

The beam moves in the magnetic field of the helical undulator along the z axis: 

Hw = Hx + iHy = Hw exp( ~i ( !i.wdz ), (28) 

where li.w = 271' / Aw is the undulator wavenumber. The rotation angle Ow = Q /1 of the 

electron in the undulator is considered to be small and the electron longitudinal velocity 

Vz is close to the velocity of light, i.e. 

,; = 1/(1 - v;/c2) = 12 /(1 + Q2) » 1. 

5.3. Linear mode of the FEL amplifier operation 

Let us begin with the analysis of the linear mode of the FEL amplifier operation. 

In the linear high gain limit, the radiation of the FEL amplifier may be presented as a 

set of modes. Each mode is characterized with the eigenvalue and the eigenfunction of 

the transverse radiation field distribution. During the amplification process the transverse 
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field distribution of the mode remains intact while its amplitude grows with the length 

exponentially with the increment equal to the real part of the eigenvalue. In the case of 

the electron beam with the stepped profile of the beam current density, the eigenvalue 

equation of the T EAI,., mode is of the form [9]: 

/LJ,+I(It)J\,(g) = gJ,(It)J\.,+J{!J), (29) 

where n is azimuthal index of the mode, g = -2iBA, IL = -2iD/(1 - iA;b)- g2, 

.~ = A/f is the reduced eigenvalue, B = fr~wfc is the diffraction parameter, A; = 

A;/f2 = 4c2 /(w2 7·50~) is the space charge parameter, r = [Iw2o;;uA/;Ic2 )pl2 is the gain 

parameter and /A = m,c3 fe. In the case of tlw Gaussian energy spread, function b is 

given by 
00 

b = i j ~ exp[-A}e- (A+ ie'')~]d~, 
0 

where[:= C/f = (211'/Aw- wj2,;c)/f is the reduced detuning from the resonance of 

the particle with the nominal energy [0 , A~. = a~w2 /(2c2,;£gf2
) is the energy spread 

parameter and O'E = [< (6..E/E) 2 > +1~ < (6..0) 2 >2 /4]112 is the width of the energy 

distribution. 

The analysis presented in ref. [!l] had shown that the choice of the FEL amplifier 

parameters, providing the amplification of the ground T E~/00 mode, is the most 

appropriate with respect to attaining of maximal increments and reducing sensitivity 

to the energy spread. Moreover, tht> field distribution of this mode is optimal with. respt•ct 

to the problem of laser beam focusing on tht> electron heam at the conversion point. So, 

we consider be, low the FEL amplifier tuned to amplify the ground 7' E /1/00 modt>. 

Analyzing the linear mode of the FEL amplifier operation, it is interesting to trace 

the dependence of the increment on the values of emittance and Pnergy spread of electron 

beam. Fig.4 presents the dependPncy of the reduced increnwnt versus tlw beam emittann•. 

It is seen from this plot that then· is a region of optimal valm·s of emittance when 

increment achievf's its maximal value. At large emittance vahws, c ~ :1·10-3 cm·rad, there 

is drastical drop of the incrP111<'llt due to t.he large sprt'ad of tlw longit.udiual \'elociti<•s 
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of the beam electrons. At small emittance values, at { ~ 10-6 cm·rad, a decrease of 

increment is connected with the growth of the space charge fields, so as transverse size 

of the matched electron beam is decreased while the beam emittance is decreased. The 

behaviour of increment in the intermediate region is defined with diffraction effects due to 

the change of the transverse size of matched electron beam. For the further consideration 

we have chosen the value of the electron beam emittance { = 10-4 cm·rad. One should 

note that such a value of the emittance does not correspond to the optimum for the linear 

high gain limit. An actual reason of such a choice of the emittance value is a consequence 

of an overall optimization of the FEL amplifier parameters. 

Another important factor influencing significantly on the FEL amplifier operation is 

the energy spread of the electrons in the beam. The plot presented in Fig.5 presents 

the dependence of the increment on the energy spread. It is seen that increment drops 

drastically at !:.E IE 2: 0.3%. 

Thus, the analysis of the eigenvalue equation of the FEL amplifier provides a possibility 

to obtain restrictions on the values of the electron beam emittance an energy spread. For 

the FEL amplifier parameters presented in Table 2, these values should be as follows: 

t ~ 10-4 cm·rad and !:.EIE s:; 0.3%. 

To attain minimum of the undulator length, one should provide an optimal focusing 

of the master oscillator radiation on the electron beam at the undulator entrance. It is 

natura1 to assume that the radiation from the master oscillator has a form of the Gaussian 

laser beam: 

-iE w2k 2ik(z- z )r2 - r2k2w2 

Ex+ iEy = 2( ) 
0

. 2k exp[-iwt + ik(z- z0 ) + ( 0 
) 2 4 k2 °] 

z - zo - l w0 4 z - zo + w0 

(30) 

where k = w I c, Wo is size of the Gaussian beam waist and Z{l is its coordinate. A criterion of 

optimization consists in such a choice of w0 and z0 which provides maximal preexponential 

factor for the ground symmetrical T EM00 beam radiation mode. This problem has been 

studied in details in ref. (9] using the solution of the initial-value problem. It was found 

that the results of optimization do not depend significantly on the value of zo and it may 
~~ 

be chosen equal to zero. The plot in Fig.6 presents the dependence of the optimal value 
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of wo on the beam diffraction parameter B. For the considered numerical example B = 

0.46 and the size of the matched electron beam in the undulator is equal to r0 = 0.11 em, 

so from the plot in Fig.6 we find the optimal value of the Gaussian beam waist size: Wo 

= 0.2 em. 

5.4. Nonlinear mode of the FEL amplifier operation 

The results presented in the previous section refer to the linear mode of the FEL 

amplifier operation when the output signal amplitude is proportional to the input one. 

During the process of the radiation amplification the electrons lose their energy which 

leads to desynchronism of the electrons an the electromagnetic wave. In the case of the 

undulator with the fixed parameters these results in a situation when at some undulator 

length the most fraction of electrons shifts to an accelerating phase of the ponderomotive 

well and the electron beam begins to take off the energy from the electromagnetic wave. 

The radiation power at the saturation is of an order of 

TTT n("9TI 
rr sat - fJVU~ JLo' 

where 

f3 = >.wf/47r. 

(')1\ 
,~., 

(32) 

Usually the gain length 19 = 1lf is much more than the undulator period which results 

in a low saturation efficiency. In the case under study r-1 = 165 em and f3 = 0.0086. 

To describe nonlinear mode of the FEL amplifier operation, analytical techniques 

have limited possibilities and numerical simulation codes should be used. In the present 

paper we use computer code FS2RN (10] for the FEL amplifier simulations. The FEL 

amplifier parameters are presented in Table 2. The electron beam has emittance f = 10-4 

cm·r~d and energy spread UE = 0.3% (see section 5.3). The FEL amplifier amplifies the 

radiation from the FEL master oscillator (see Table 3). It is assumed that the master 

oscillator radiation has the form of the Gaussian laser beam and is focused optimally on 
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the electron be~m at the FEL amplifier entrance. 

The calculations for the case of the untapered undulator have shown that the 

saturation of the amplification occurs at the undulator length L = 13.6 m. The FEL 

amplifier efficiency is equal to "l•at = 0.009 which is by 13 times less than the required 

efficiency "' = 0.12. 

The method of the FEL amplifier efficiency increase by the undulator parameters 

tapering is a widely known one [7, 19, 20]. There is a lot of possibilities of undulator 

tapering and here we have chosen for numerical example only one of them, namely the 

undulator tapering at the constant undulator parameter Q. We have performed a set 

of calculations to obtain optimal conditions of the tapering. As a result, a linear law 

of tapering has been chosen. The variation of the undulator parameters turn on at the 

undulator length L = 11.3 m. At the undulator length L = 39.8 m the required efficiency 

"' = 0.12 is achieved which corresponds to the FEL amplifier output power W = 3 · 10tt 

W (see Fig.7). At the undulator exit, the undulator field and period are equal to Hw = 

15.12 kG and Aw = 14.6 em, respectively. A phase analysis shows that about 75% of the 

electrons trap in the regime of coherent deceleration. 

The transverse distribution of the radiation field amplitude at the undulator exit is 

shown in Fig.8. This plot enables one to impose restriction on the vacuum chamber radius, 

it should not be much less than 2 em. 

Fig.9 presents the dependence of the FEL amplifier output power on the reduced 

detuning C = C/f = (27r/Aw -w/2,;c)/f. This plot enables one to find restrictions on 

the values of systematical drifts: frequency of the master oscillator !:::..w/w = 2(3 · !:::..C ; 

energy deviation!:::..£/£= (3 · !:::..C; undulator field !:::..Hw/Hw = (3(1 + Q2
) • !:::..C/Q2 (here 

the reduced bandwidth of the amplifier !:::..C is determined by the requirements on the 

stability of the output power level). It is seen from the plot in Fig.9 that systematical 

drifts ~ 1 % of the above mentioned parameters do not influence significantly on the FEL 

amplifier output power. 

Another important problem is that of an accuracy of the undulator manufacturing. A 
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detailed analysis of this problem shows that thP requirements on the random fluctuations 

of the undulator field and period should be of the order [< (!:::..Hw/ Hu-)2 >112
, < 

(!:l.Aw/ Aw)2 >1/2] :S (3. 

To take a right choice of the driving electron beam pulse duration, one should take into 

account the slippage of the electron beam with respect to the amplified electromagnetic 

wave. So as this slippage is equal to the radiation wavelength at each undulator period, 

then at the undnlator length l ~ 40 m it results in total slippage ~ 2 mm. Thus, the 

electron pulse duration should be by 10 ps larger than the required laser pulse duration. 

It should be noted that the electroiJs, moving in the undulator, radiate incoherent 

synchrotron radiation, too. This process results in additional losses of the electron energy 

and increase of the energy spread of electrons in the beam due to the quantum fluctuations 

of radiation. In the nunwrica.l example these effects are negligibly small and should not 

be taken into account. 

6. Discussion 

Let us discuss a possibility of technical realization of the proposed photon linear 

collider with the ·Center-of-mass energy 3-;-- 10 GeV. 

The main essence of our proposal consists in the usage of the electron beam with a. 

relatively high energy(£~ 50 GeV) and infrared laser beam (A~ J0-;--30 11m) to genNa.te 

relatively low energy (hw-, ~ 2-;-- 5 GeV) colliding 11 lwams. Such an approach enables 

one to increase significantly, by an order of magnitude with respect to the ee case, the 

luminosity of the colliding// - beams due to the multiple Compton backscattering. 

There are two main problems to be solved prior the construction of such a photon 

collider. The first one is the problem of the electron accelerator providing two intensivP 

and low-emittance electron bunches (N ~ 1011 c- /hunch, f, ~ I0-3cm·rad, £~50 GeV). 

It srems attractive to use tlw existent Stanford Linear Collider facility for this purpose. 

Nowadays the SLC operates successfully in a e+r- collidcr mode with the center-of-mass 
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energy about 100 GeV [13]. A lot of scientific and technical problems was solved to 

achieve the designed SLC parameters. The intensive bunches with the number of particles 

Ne ~ 4 · 1010 are accelerated routinely in the main SLC accelerating structure. So, it 

seems to us that the required increase in the electron beam intensity by a factor of two 

is quite attainable and works in this direction are under the way at SLAC [13]. On the 

other hand, the SLC injection system may he simplified and optimized for the goals of the 

photon linear collider, so as there is no need in positrons. It will be natural to construct 

specialized photoinjector gun providing intensive and low-emittance electron beams for 

an injection immediately into the main accelerating structure, thus removing damping 

rings. Another modification of the SLC facility is connected with a necessity to install the 

separation kicker magnet providing separation of two electron hunches at the entrance 

into arcs. This problem may be resolved, so as the existing kicker magnet of the positron 

production system has the close parameters to those required [13]. 

The key problem of the design is the problem of the powerful infrared free electron 

laser. We propose to build a two-stage FEL. The FEL oscillator serves as a master 

oscillator for the FEL amplifier which produces a required level of the radiation oower. 

The FEL master oscillator, providing an output power W ,...., 10 MW, may have 

relatively moderate parameters (see Table 3). Devices with parameters close to those 

presented in Table3, are operating successfully nowadays at many accelerating centers 

[21, 22, 23]. The driving beam from a conventional S-hand linear accelerator may be used 

for such a FEL oscillator. 

The driving beam for the FEL amplifier may be generated by an S-hand linear 

accelerator, too. Here the main problem will be to construct an injector. Nevertheless, 

we think that it may be solved with application of the photoinjector gun technique. The 

parameters close to those required (Bn ~ 106 A· crn-2 • rad-2 , pulse duration T,...., 10 ps) 

are obtained at many laboratories (see, e.g. ref. [12, 24, 2.5]). 

Another problem to be solved prior the construction of the FEL amplifier for the 

PLC applications, is that of the undulator. It is necessary to construct the undulator 
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with the period Aw ,...., 10 7 20 em and the undulator field Hw ,...., 10 ..;.- 15 kG. There is a 

severe constrain on the undulator aperture, it should be rather large in order that vacuum 

chamber walls should not influence on the FEL amplifier operation (see Fig.8). Taking into 

account these requirements, it seems natural to construct a superconducting undulator. It 

should be noted that the first FEL lasing was obtained with the superconducting undulator 

[26, 27]. That undulator had the period Aw = 3.2 ern and total length 5 rn. Amplitude of 

the magnetic field Hw = 10 kG was attained at the current density in superconducting 

windings j. = 700 A/mm2
• Bifilar windings were mounted on the tube with diameter 

1 em. To scale these parameters to the case under consideration, we use the following 

expression for the magnetic field at the undulator axis [28]: 

lw [ 2 Hw = 1rRw a Ko(a) + aK1(a)], (33) 

where a = KwRw, Kw = 27f / Aw, lw is the current in the winding, Rw is the winding 

radius and [{0 and /{1 are the modified Bessel functions (here it is assumed that the 

transverse dimensions of the winding ~ and ti are much less than the winding radius Rw ). 

The extrapolation of the results of ref. [27] to the case under study may be performed by 

the increase of the winding current lw and all geometrical dimensions, namely Rw, Aw, 

~ and fj by 6 ..;.- 7 times. So as the winding current is equal to I, = j.fi~, one can see 

that the requirement on the value of the critical current is diminished significantly and 

there is a reserve to increase the winding current. Thus, the undulator of the first SLAC 

free-electron laser may be considered as a scaled model of the undulator for the PLC FEL 

amplifier. 

So, we have found that all systems of the proposed photon linear collider with the 

center-of-mass energy 3 ..;.- 10 GeV may be constructed using the present day level of the 

acceleration technique R&D and the usage of the existing SLC facility will make the PLC 

idea to be a reality in the nearest future. As a result, the physical community will possess 

a novel and unique instrument to study the structure of matter. 
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Ca.n.IIHH E.JI. HAP· 
0 B03MO>KHOCTH C03)UlHHll clx>TOHHOI'O KOJlJiaifAepa C BbiCOKOH CBeTHMOCTbiO 
a o6naCTH :mepmA 2x5 rsB ua 6a3e SLC 

E9-93-254 

PaccMOTpeH&I ci>H3H'ICCKHe npHHli.Hn&I pa6on.I cl>oroHHoro JIHHeibtoro KOJlJiaifAepa («J)JIK), a 
KOTOpoM >Kecnme clx>TOHbl DOJiy'laiOTCII nyTeM OOpaTHOI'O KOMrrl'OHOBCKOI'O paccelDDfJI .1183epHbiX 
ctx>rouoa ua BbiCOK03nepreTH'IHOM sneKTpoHHOM nyqxe. OcuoBHoA ynop CAenau ua llH8JIH3e BOS
MO>KHOCTH C03AaHHII «J)JIK C 3HepmeA B u,empe Mace 3+ 10 13B Ha 6a3e CTaHclx>PACKOI'O JIHHeibtoro 
KOJlJiaifAepa SLC. llOKB3Bno, 'ITO coapeMeHHbiA ypoaeHb pa3BI1TI111 ycKoplfTe.1lhHoii TeXI1I1JCM nosao
JJHT co3)18Tb ua 6aae SLC cl>oroHHhiA KOJlJiaifAep co CBeTHMOCTbiO 1-yy - 1 o34 em -zs -I nyreM MOAJ1-

ci>HKaJ..tHH HH>KeKI.{HOHHOA 'laCTH YCKOpHTenll, yCTaHOBKOA AODOJIHHTenbHbiX KHKep-MBniHTOB H 
AAYXKaCKBAHOI'O JJa3epa ua CaOOoAUbiX 3JieKTpoHBX, B KOTOpoM 38)1810~ C1f1118JIJIC3-reueparopa 

. 11 
0.- 10+30 pm, W - 10MW) ycHJJnaaeTcll aJIC3-ycHJJHTeneAOMODJ,HOCTH- 3·10 W. OTMetle-
uo, 'ITO TaKall yCTaHOBKa OTKpoeT YHHKBJibHble nepcneKTHBbl 113J'IeHHll ci>H3HKH C- H B-KBBpKOB, a 

TaK>Ke cl>n3HKH T-JJenTOHOB, npoH3BOAll - 102nOJJllpi130BBHHbiX T-JieDTOHOB B ceqlf,lO'. B TO >Ke 
caMoe apeMII ct>oTouubiA KOJIJiaAAep ua 6aae SLC 6yAeT CJJy>KHTb HBAe>Kuoii 3KcnepHMeHTBJibHOH 
6a30A, ua OCHOBe KOTOpoA CTaHeT B03MO>KHbiM npoeKTHpoaaHHe clx>TOHHbiX KOJlJIBHAepoB T3B-HOI'O 
AJ1BD830Ha3HepmA. 

Pa6oTa a&monueua o Jla6opaTopHH caepxa&ICOKHX suepmA OHSIH. 

llpenpHHT 0fu.eAHHeHHOI'O HHCTHyYTa ~JAepHbiX HCCJJeAOBBHHA. ,lzy6ua, 1993 

Sal din E.L. et at. E9-93-254 
On a Possibility to Construct a High Luminosity 2x5 Ge V Photon Collider at SLC 

Physical principles of operation of the high energy photon linear colliders (PLC) based on the 
Compton bacl•scattering of laser photons on high energy electrons are discussed. The main emphasis 
is put on the analysis of a possibility to construct the PLC with the center of mass energy 3+10 GeV at 
the Stanford linear Collider (SLC) facility. It is shown that such a collider, providing luminosity of 
colliding rr beams LYY - I 034 em-ls-I, may be constructed at the present level of acceleration 

technique R&D with moderate modifications of the existing SLC facility by installation of new injector, 
lticker magnet and two-stage free electron laser consisting of a FEL oscillator 0. - I 0+30 pm, output 
power -10 MW) with subsequent amplification of the master signal in a FEL amplifier up to the power 

-:- 3 ·1 011 W. It is emphasized that such a collider will be a unique instrument for precision study of 
the charmonium and bottomonium physics as well as T-lepton physics providing - 102 polarized 
Tcleptons per second. At the same time the Photon Linear Collider at SLC will serve as a reliable test 
base for constructing of future Te V -range photon linear co Hiders. 

The investigation has been performed at the Particle Physics Laboratory, JINR. 
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